WALK STOOL

Angie Tucker

The Grand Canyon Is 100 Years Old

As I suffer from a lot of pain in my legs walking and standing for even a short while
can be a major problem. I go to a lot of re-enactment days and have to leave after
a couple of hours because the pain gets too much and then I curse myself for
missing the “best bits”. Something to sit on was essential if I was to continue.
After searching the Internet I came across the Walkstool and it has saved my
photographic hobby as I can now sit down and rest whenever and where ever I
need to
The stools come in various heights (I
picked a higher one as I have trouble
rising) and are extremely light and
pack up really small. You carry it like
a backpack and it is so light you don’t
notice it at all. I am no light weight
but these stools are both very strong
and comfortable, easy to erect, and
very stable. Not the cheapest stool
on the market but you get what you
pay for.
The first time I used it was at a photography day at Tutbury Castle. I was
one of the first to arrive and one of
the last to leave, being there a total
of 8 hours and NO pain. Rather than
being laughed at for sitting on a stool
in the middle of a field, or by the side
of an arena (something I couldn’t
even do before) I have had numerous
enquiries from passers’ by as to
where I bought it and many of our
friends (including my other half) have
since bought one.
I no longer need to check if there is
adequate seating every time we want
to go somewhere, or see how far it is
from the car park, I just grab my stool
and go. It has opened up so many
places for me and is worth its weight
(little that it is) in gold.

On Feb. 26, 1919, Congress passed legislation backed by President Woodrow
Wilson recognizing the canyon as a National Park. The natural wonder has
become an American symbol and a space for visitors to connect with the
outdoors. The scenic landscape holds both the heritage and culture of America's
first people and a collection of unique historical and geological records.
The Grand Canyon is in the northwest
corner of Arizona, close to the borders
of Utah and Nevada. Most of the Grand
Canyon lies within Grand Canyon
National Park and is managed by the
National Park Service, the Hualapai
Tribal Nation and the Havasupai Tribe.
The Colorado River, which flows
through the canyon, touches seven
states, but the Grand Canyon National
Park is within the Arizona state
borders.
The Grand Canyon is indeed a very big hole in the ground. It is 277 miles (446
km) long, up to 18 miles (29 km) wide and more than a mile (6,000 feet / 1,800
meters) deep. It is the result of constant erosion by the Colorado River over
millions of years. The 1,904-square-mile park draws 6 million tourists a year
exploring the river rapids, the hiking trails, and its incredible geological and
cultural history.
Tourists, geological researchers, and photographers alike go to experience the
UNESCO World Heritage Site—that includes renowned landscape photographer
Ansel Adams who helped fuel the environmental movement and helped
convince government officials to take land preservation seriously.

One popular attraction is the
Grand Canyon
Skywalk, a
horseshoe-shaped
glass
walkway that is 4,000 feet
(1,220 meters) above the
canyon floor in the Grand
Canyon West area of the main
canyon. Since opening in March
2007, about 300,000 visitors
have walked the Grand Canyon
Skywalk each year.

During the early 1900’s ,before it became a National park , as transport links
developed more visitors were attracted to the great outdoors of the Grand
Canyon . The first train to arrive there carrying passengers, did so in 1901 and the
rail owners got the passengers to pose for this photograph.
Having descended to the valley floor via the Bright Angel Trail, members of Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce rest and recover by the Colorado river in 1906

Commissioned and owned by the
Hualapai Indian tribe, the skywalk
is
an
engineering
marvel
conceived by David Jin, a Las
Vegas-based investor who had
been involved with tourism and
the Hualapai Nation. The project
sparked a great deal of
controversy
regarding
the
continued commercialization of
this natural phenomenon, but
proponents argued that it is part of a larger plan to address the tribe’s high unemployment and poverty rates.
For thousands of years, the area has been continuously inhabited by Native
Americans who built settlements within the canyon and its numerous caves. The
Pueblo people considered the Grand Canyon ("Ongtupqa" in Hopi) a holy site and
made pilgrimages to it.
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García López de Cárdenas, an explorer from Spain, was the first European known
to have viewed the Grand Canyon. As a member of the 1540 expedition of
Francisco Vásquez de Coronado, he led a party from Cibola, the Zuñi country of
New Mexico, to find a river mentioned by the Hopi. After a 20-day journey he
was the first white man to see the Colorado River and the Grand Canyon.

Bending Light — How lenses work.
The optical component of the camera is the lens. At its simplest, a lens is just a
curved piece of glass or plastic. Its job is to take the beams of light bouncing off of
an object and redirect them so they come together to form a real image -- an
image that looks just like the scene in front of the lens.
As light travels from one medium to another, it changes speed. Light travels more
quickly through air than it does through glass, so a lens slows it down.
When light waves enter a piece of glass at an angle,
one part of the wave will reach the glass before another and so will start slowing down first.
This is something like pushing a shopping cart from
pavement to grass, at an angle. The right wheel hits
the grass first and so slows down while the left
wheel is still on the pavement. Because the left
wheel is briefly moving more quickly than the right
wheel, the shopping cart turns to the right as it
moves onto the grass.
The effect on light is the same -- as it enters the
glass at an angle, it bends in one direction. It bends again when it exits the glass
because parts of the light wave enter the air and speed up before other parts of
the wave. In a standard converging, or convex lens, one or both sides of the glass
curves out. This means rays of light passing through will bend toward the centre of
the lens on entry. In a double
convex lens, such as a magnifying
glass, the light will bend when it exits
as well as when it enters. This effectively reverses the path of light from
an object. Light from a subject -- say a
pencil -- is reflected in all directions.
The rays of light all start at the same
point and then are constantly diverging. A converging lens takes those
rays and redirects them so they are all
converging back to one point. At the
Subject
Lens
point where the rays converge, you
Film or
get a real image of the pencil.
Camera sensor

So — a real image is formed by light moving through a convex lens. The nature of
this real image varies depending on how the light travels through the lens. This
light path depends on two major factors:
The angle of the light beam's entry into the lens
The structure of the lens
The angle of light entry changes when you move the object closer or farther away
from the lens. You can see this in the diagram below. The light beams from the
pencil point enter the lens at a sharper angle when the pencil is closer to the lens
and a more obtuse angle when the pencil is farther away. But overall, the lens only
bends the light beam to a certain total degree, no matter how it enters.
Consequently, light beams that enter at a sharper angle will exit at a more obtuse
angle, and vice versa. The total "bending angle" at any particular point on the lens
remains constant.
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As you can see, light beams from a closer point (diagram 1) converge farther away
from the lens than light beams from a point that's farther away (diagram 2). In
other words, the real image of a closer object forms farther away from the lens
than the real image from a more distant object.
You can observe this phenomenon with a simple experiment. Light a candle in the
dark, and hold a magnifying glass between it and the wall. You will see an upside
down image of the candle on the wall. If the real image of the candle does not fall
directly on the wall, it will appear somewhat blurry. The light beams from a
particular point don't quite converge at this point. To focus the image, move the
magnifying glass closer or farther away from the candle. This is what you're doing
when you turn the lens of a camera to focus it -- you're moving it closer or farther
away from the subject. As you move the lens, you can line up the focused real
image of an object so it falls directly on the film or sensor surface.

Photography and Me—Starting the Journey

Angie Edwards

Photography was something my dad had always been very interested in, but after
breaking several of his camera’s that he had loaned to me I was completely
banned from touching anything! He was strictly Nikon and I can just imagine his
face as I strut around with my Canon! A couple of years after he passed away I
went on holiday with my daughter, yet another enthusiast, and after seeing her
pictures I wanted to have another go, this time without breaking the kit! I took
some advice from a friend and bought a second hand Canon 1100D… This is the
first picture I took:
I thought I was marvellous and spent a
few weeks happily snapping here,
there and everywhere. However, I
didn’t want to take ‘just’ pictures,
I wanted to take ‘good’ pictures, and I
wanted to learn what all these
interesting buttons did on the camera.
So, how could I do this? What about
joining a group or a club with some
likeminded folk?
After a bit of
Googling I found Cannock Photographic Society and thought that it looked like as
good a place as any to start. So I came along to a meeting, which strangely enough
was nothing about photography but more about World War 2! Not put off I came
along to a second and third meeting and started to really enjoy seeing the
fantastic shots being shown.
The club gave me an
opportunity to get tips and
information and some practical
sessions too, I also bumped into
a couple of club members on
Cannock Chase who kindly
spent a couple of hours
showing me how to photograph
birds and how to use my
camera more effectively, the
advice has proved invaluable
and I went from the picture
above to this…

I decided to take the next step and started entering the club competitions and a
few online ones and managed to bag a commended, highly commended and
finally a first!
Here are a few of my entries

I wanted to try every genre going, and I still haven’t picked a certain style yet. I
think I’m still in the very early stages of learning and so I’m enjoying most things,
but I must admit the model group shoots at Katy’s studio have been something I
have really enjoyed and I’d like to explore this further. It’s also given me a reason
for getting out and about more and to explore new places. I think I’m making some
headway although sometimes I feel as though I’ve gone right back to the beginning. I have to remind myself I’m on a massive learning curve!

I’ve since updated my camera to a 5D Mark ii. I was terrified of it at first but now
I’m beginning to get a little more confident at handling it, and I’ve bought some
new lenses and a tripod that actually stands up so my kit is growing, slowly but
surely. I’ve bought everything second hand and taken advice from club members
and a trusted friend. I’ve also started dabbling with Photoshop and am enjoying
that.

Creating A Different View
As a society, we’re bombarded with images all day long, from billboards to
television to social media. As photographers, those images can really influence us.
We’ve all been guilty of seeing an image and wanting to go to that exact spot to
capture that same photograph. This is when creative photography can help you
assess that scene and finding an entirely different way to present.
Finding a different way of viewing and capturing the world around you opens you
up to greater creativity. You can do this in-camera with the use of unique lenses or
filters, longer exposures, different angles, or even camera movement.
Find an object and photograph it in three different ways using the suggestions
above.

Sometimes your lens may not capture that sense of space, so stitch together a
panorama of three or four images

This is my favourite picture…. It’s taken on the beach at St Ives in the blue hour
and it’s of my daughter and granddaughter, such a simple picture but for me it
summed up that day, and after all isn’t that what it’s about really? To anyone
thinking of taking up photography as a hobby. Just go with it, listen to the advice,
don’t be scared to enter the competitions, - - but mostly just have fun!
Isolate a single tree and use a shallow DOF

or

use motion blur to make an abstract

Being a true artist can be scary. Embarking on uncharted waters can be
uncomfortable yet exhilarating. The key here is to love what you do and not worry
about what others may think. Experiment. Play. Have fun. Push the boundaries and
don’t worry about the critics. Try something different.
Take one camera, one lens, and focus on what you rarely do. If you shoot color,
then shoot for black and white. If you shoot landscapes, then try your hand at
street photography. If you process for sharp, vibrant, color photographs, try creating a soft ethereal image.
Rain or condensation on a window may not seem like much to photograph but, get
the right lighting through it - - - - and what a difference !

Use a different perspective of trees. Look up to get that interesting structure or
foliage against an appropriate sky.
Presenting a creative photograph can also be done in post-processing. You can do
this by changing an image to black and white, adding creative texture layers,
creating movement through software
filters, or even selective toning. Try
different techniques, save them, step
away from them, and review them at a
later date.
Find an image in your collection and
process it in three different and ways.
Instead of settling for the mundane, use
some creative processing to add a touch
of your own vision for the image.

Great creative ideas won’t come to you on demand. Creative people are always
thinking, assessing, and stewing over the many ideas that pop into their head. Give
yourself time to learn how to put the ideas in your head into your final piece. It is
also very important to learn not to let your own head get in your way. If you have a
creative idea, get to work on it… don’t just set it aside for another day that may
never come. Write down any idea that pops into your head. Look at your list daily
and start working on those ideas.

Self Awareness is probably the most important aspect of creativity. Knowing who
you are, what you are drawn to visually and emotionally, learning to let go of any
societal pressures, and following your passion is what allows you to be the creative
person you are meant to be.
What is it about something that makes you say “WOW!!”? Find a way to
photograph and capture the WOW feeling .

Dramatic light is not the only thing that can create the WOW factor. Sometimes
the creative process itself can be an enjoyable experience. Look for that different
or even quirky shot

If you truly want to be a more creative photographer, you need to get out and take
more photographs, try new things, and experiment with different techniques, be it
analog or digital. Step away from the endless images online and instead find
yourself in your backyard looking at the details in a flower, the shadows of the
rocks, the abstractness of the tree branches.
Above all… HAVE FUN!

Harry Potter World

Angie Tucker

Two years ago we finally got around to visiting Harry Potter World at Warner
Bros Studios. My reasons for going were twofold, first, I am a huge Potter fan,
read all the books, seen, and bought, all the films, so now I wanted to see the
sets. Second, I was hoping to get some
background shots to use for fantasy
composites, I say hoping because I had
been warned that the lighting for
photography was, at best, poor. I was
also aware of how crowded the place
gets so we went on a weekday during
school time, but still there were a lot
of people there.
The tour starts with a short film then
you are “magicked” into the Great
Hall. My first impressions on walking
in, was WOW. This place is amazing,
whether a fan or not. This is the actual
hall used in all the films, not a mock
up and it is impressive.

You then go out of the hall and onto so many
other scenes from the films that it’s impossible to not find one you love, especially if you
are a fan like me. From a photographic point
of view there is very little light and the angles
from which to get a good shot are limited.
Also, the addition of manikins in each scene,
which do not look real, make using the scenes
very hard in deed. Some of the manikins have
heads but many do not. Personally, I preferred
not to have heads as it is easier to add a head
rather than replace one, also the headed
manikins had no features so they couldn’t be
used in a photograph, not even in the
background. While on the subjects of
photographs from Harry Potter World, it is
important to know that they are not allowed
to be used for any commercial gain. Visitors
are however, allowed to take them for
personal use which includes photographic competitions as we checked on this.

Some of my favourite sets were the
Weasley’s sitting room, and Hagrid’s
house, these had headless manikins,
also Dumbledore’s office, Snape’s
lab. and the Great Hall, which also
had manikins with heads.

The Forbidden Forest was also amazing, with all the creatures featured in the film,
but here the lighting was virtually non- existent, barely enough to see the sets. I
still took a lot of photos just in case, but the high
ISO required results in unacceptable levels of grain
for photography use. There then followed various
props from the films which included
animated
creatures and animated heads, even the smallest
prop was highly detailed.

The next thing to see was then a room with green screens which showed how the
flying scenes were filmed. For any one that is a film buff, even if not a Potter fan,
this place was paradise.
The train station was
next, platform 9 ¾ with a
full-sized
Hogwarts’s
Express.
This
was
followed by an outdoor
area with various sets
from the films, including
Harry Potters birth house
and the house he grew up
in. The rickety bridge
leading from Hogwarts
which you can walk over,
and huge chess pieces
from Ron Wesley’s chess
game, and a few other
props.

Diagon Alley cannot be bettered, but it can be equalled. The final part of the tour
takes you into a huge room where you look down onto Hogwarts itself, and it is
the actual model that was used in all the external shots in the films. This model is
awesome, every part of the castle and grounds is included it amazing detail.

It’s tradition to leave the best till last and HP
World was no exception. Once back inside
you walk into Diagon Alley and this set takes
your breath away. It’s well worth a visit just
on its own. The buildings are amazing, such
detail, nothing is left out. Like every where
else it is dark, lit only by coloured lights that
change from blue to green to purple so
when photographing you can pick what
coloured lights you prefer, and some are
lighter than others. Again, getting a good
angle for photographs is tricky, but not
impossible, take single shots of various
buildings or take several shots for a
panorama. Another problem here for
photographs is the railings down both sides
of the street. Careful angles can keep some
of these out of your shots, or, like me, you
can painstakingly clone them out. Words
here cannot do justice, so I have included
some photos, some worked on, some not.

It is way too big to get a shot of the whole building so pick the bits you like and try
some panorama shots. As every where else it was dark in here, the lights change
to simulate day time through to night time but even daylight was dark, and like
Diagon Alley the lights were coloured. I took loads of photos and plan to use some
for composites but its well worth photographing even if you don’t plan to use the
shots.
The end of the tour as expected was the gift shop. But what a gift shop, even this
was incredible. The only down side to the whole experience was the price of the
gifts and refreshments. If you come with children, and plan to buy them all a
butterbeer, chocolate frog or a pack of Bertie Botts every flavour beans, or a
souvenir, I advise you to see your bank manager for a loan first. These prices were
far too high although I do admit to buying a wand and we had one butterbeer
between us, and yes it was nice. At least the admission price was reasonable. Did
it meet my expectations, yes as a photographer, but as a fan, it far exceeded
them and we plan to go back again soon.
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